Automatic Text Extraction in Video Based on the Combined Corner Metric and Laplacian Filtering Technique
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Abstract— Text in the videos and images provides very major information about the content of the videos, the video text extraction provides a major role in semantic analysis of the video, video indexing and video retrieval which is an important role in video database. We propose an efficient method for detecting, localizing and extracting the text appearing in the videos with noisy and complex background. The text region appearing in the video or an image has certain features that distinguish it from the rest of the background, we make use of corner metric and Laplacian filtering techniques to detect the text appearing in video independent of each other and combine the results for an efficient detection and localization. Then the binarization of the localized text is done by the seed pixel determination of the text. The experimental results show the efficiency of the proposed system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Text in the videos and images provides very major information about the content of the videos, the video text extraction provides a major role in semantic analysis of the video, video indexing and video retrieval which is an important role in video database [1] [5].

There are two types of text that can appear in the video or an image: the scene text and the artificial text, the scene text is type of text that accidentally appears in the video and doesn’t provide a reliable information for video indexing and retrieval, the artificial text is a type of text that has been artificially overlaid on the video and provides a valuable information for video retrieval and indexing [7] so our focus will remain on the extraction of artificial text. Therefore the word text appearing in this paper refers to the artificial text.

Most of the video indexing research starts with the video text recognition, the process of video text recognition can be divided into four steps: text detection, text localization, text binarization and text recognition, text detection is the process of roughly differentiating the text and non-text regions of the video, text localization process involves determining the accurate boundaries of text strings, the text binarization step involves filtering the background pixels in the text strings, these extracted text pixels are then left for recognition, the first three steps above mentioned are collectively known as text extraction. The data flow for the text extraction system is shown in the figure 1.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The video text detection methods can mainly be classified into two categories: 1.) the connected component based method which assumes that text strings contains some unique characteristics such as uniform colors, font size and spatial alignments are satisfied, these methods usually perform color reduction and segmentation in some color space and then perform connected component analysis to detect the text regions. The main problem with this kind of method is that it is not universal for all kind of images [2], [3]. 2) Edge or texture based approach hold the assumption that text regions have specific patterns and has more edge features than...
smooth background. The main problem of this kind of method is to reduce the noise coming from the backgrounds [4], [5]. The texture based methods can still be categorized into top-down approaches and bottom down approaches. The top-down approach is based on splitting image regions into horizontal and vertical direction based on the texture, color or edge [4]. The bottom-up approach intends to find homogenous regions from some seed regions, and then the region growing technique is applied to merge the pixels belonging to the same clusters [6].

Some of the related works of text detection and localization involves the following: [7] Propose a solution for detecting a text appearing in the images and videos by making use of the corner response in the images which is obtained by implementing corner detection algorithm proposed by [25], the method doesn’t detect the corner accurately and also produces a lot a noise in the image with high clarity, which adds an additional burden of removing the noise without removing the actual text present in the video or images. The method proposed by [8] computes an energy measure of a set of DCT coefficients of intra-coded blocks as a texture measure, this method obtains the seed pixels by making use of multiple iterations and by using different thresholding values for each iterations, the suitable seed pixels are calculated by decreasing the threshold values for each successive iterations, based on these pixels the text is detected and localized in the videos. [9] Propose a novel approach for efficient automated text detection in video data; firstly the potential text candidates are identified by using an edge-based multi-scale text detector. Secondly, image entropy based improvement algorithm and a Stroke Width Transform (SWT) based verification procedure are used for refining the candidate text lines, Both types of artificial text and recorded scene text can be localized reliably. [10] Propose an effective coarse-to-fine algorithm to detect text in video. Firstly, in coarse-detection part, candidate stroke pixels are detected by making use of the stroke filter, and then these pixels are connected together into a regions by making use of a fast region growing algorithm, these regions are further separated into candidate text lines by projection operation. Secondly, in fine-detection section, support vector machine (SVM) model and stroke features are employed to select the correct text regions from the candidate ones, and text regions in multi-resolution are integrated. Finally, the results are optimized significantly according to temporal correlation information. The proposed solution by [11] explores new edge features such as straightness for the elimination of non significant edges from the segmented text portion of a video frame to detect accurate boundary of the text lines in video images. The method introduces candidate text block selection from a given image, to segment the complete text portions. Based on combination of filters and edge analysis, heuristic rules are formed for identifying a candidate text block in the image. This method effectively detects and localize the text but it includes many steps to do so, which in turn reduces the performance in terms of time to detect and localize the text appearing in the video. The solution proposed by [12] is based on invariant features, such as edge strength, edge density, and horizontal distribution. First, it applies edge detection and then filter outs the verified non-text edges by using a low threshold value. Then, to both keep low-contrast text and simplify complex background of high-contrast text, a local threshold value is selected. Next, the high edge strength or high edge density is enhanced by using two text-area enhancement operators. Finally, coarse-to-fine detection locates text regions efficiently. [13] Proposes a hybrid system for text detection in video frames. The system consists of two main stages. In the first stage edge map of the image is used for the detection of text regions. In the sequel, a refinement stage uses an SVM classifier trained on features obtained by a new Local Binary Pattern based operator which results in diminishing false alarms. [14] Propose an edge based detection method which is based on an edge map produced by the Sobel operator followed by smoothing filters, morphological operations and geometrical constraints. [15] Propose a system for object detection based on Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and Cascade histogram matching. The LBP operator consists of a 3x3 kernel where the centre pixel is used as a threshold. Then the eight binarized neighbors are multiplied by the binomial weight producing an integer that represents a unique texture pattern. This proposed method is used for videotext and car detection. [16] Proposes an improved algorithm for the automatic extraction of artificially overlaid text in sports video. First step is making use of the color Histogram technique to minimize the number of video frames for the identification of key frames from video. Then, the efficient text detection is done by converting the key images into a gray scale images. Generally, the super imposed text displayed in bottom part of the image in the sports video. So, they cropped the text image regions in the gray image which contains the text information. Then canny edge detection algorithms are applied for effective text edge detection. The proposed solution [17] explores an idea of classifying low contrast and high contrast video images in order to detect accurate boundary of the text lines in video images. Were high contrast refers to sharpness while low contrast refers to dim intensity values in the video images. The classification of the text regions is done by introducing heuristic rules based on combination of filters and edge analysis. The heuristic rules are derived based on the fact that the number of canny edge components is less than the number of Sobel edge components in the case of low contrast video images, and vice versa for high contrast video images. The solution proposed by [18] handles the complexity of video text detection by combining the Fourier and statistical features in color space of the image, since it uses a large number of features in frequency and color domain, it is computationally expensive and it is limited to horizontal text detection. [19] used the homogeneity of intensity of text regions in images. Pixels with similar gray levels are merged into a group, the candidate regions are then subjected to verification using size, area, fill factor, and contrast. [20] Propose a method for text detection by combining the edge and gradient features of the
image, this method produces efficient text detection with low false positives but the detection technique works only the image where the text is overlaid in the horizontal direction. [21] Uses a combination of texture features and edge features in the wavelet transform domain with a classifier to detect text in video. [22] Locates text in images and video frames by making use of neural network classifier and image gradient features. Some methods [23], [24] assume that the text strokes have a certain contrast against the background. Therefore, those areas with dense edges are detected as text regions.

Text binarization methods can be categorized into two main groups: thresholding-based algorithms including global thresholding methods [26], which use a single threshold for the entire document, image or video generally calculated by making use of global thresholding algorithms and local thresholding methods [27], [28], [29], which assign a threshold for each small local region of the processed data. The second class sums up region-based, clustering based [30] and edge-based [31] methods.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The architecture of the proposed solution is shown in the figure 2.

![Fig. 2 The data flow for the text extraction system.](image)

For an efficient video indexing and content based video retrieval it is necessary to detect and extract every text appearing in a video without missing any block of text, we have considered the worst case that the text appearing in the video changes (new text appears) for each and every second but not within a second. The video frames are captured at every second and stored in a frame queue; therefore the number of frame captured and stored in the queue depends on the length of the video, for example if the length of the video is 5 seconds then 6 frames are stored in the queue, which are captured at each of the 5 seconds and the frame captured at the 0th (zero) second. As shown in the figure 2 each of these frames is then processed for text detection, text localization and text binarization independent of each other.

A. Text Detection

The text detection part comprises of three steps: Corner Metric, Laplacian Filtering and Multiplication. Both the corner metric and Laplacian filtering technique make use of the different properties of artificial text for its detection and the independent results of both these techniques are combined to form a single result by performing the multiplication on the results of these individual results, combining the results is done because it performs a very efficient noise reduction.

1) Corner Metric: A corner is a special two dimensional feature point which has high curvature in the region boundary. It can be detected by finding the local maximum in the corner metric. Corner metric is a feature that describes the possibility of the corner points in the different parts of the image.

The text appearing in the videos and images has greater edge strength and edge density compared to background of the image and hence has greater possibilities of having a corner points. This property of the text allows it to be detected by obtaining the corner metric on the video frames or the images.

There are many ways to obtain the corner metric in the image; we have used the corner detection method proposed by Shi and Thomas [33], [35] (also referred as Kanade-Tomasi corner detection) since it is found to be the most accurate in detecting corners. Here we briefly explain the calculation of corner metric. For more technical details, see [33]. For a given image I(x, y), the basic form of corner metric is shown in equation below.

$$S(x, y) = \sum_u \sum_v w(u, v) (I(u + x, v + y) - I(u, v))^2$$

Here w(u, v) is a window function, which can be written in the matrix form as:

$$S(x, y) \approx (x, y) A(x, y)^T$$

Here A is given by:

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} <I_x^2> & <I_x I_y> \\ <I_x I_y> & <I_y^2> \end{bmatrix}$$

Here $I_x$ and $I_y$ represents the partial derivative of I, the angle brackets denote averaging. A corner (or in general an interest point) is characterized by a large variation of S in all directions of the vector by (x, y) analysing the eigenvalues of A, this characterization can be expressed in the following way: A should have two large eigenvalues for an interest
point. Let $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ be the two eigenvalues of $A$, corner detection method computes a corner in the image if the following condition is satisfied:

$$\min(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) > \lambda$$

The above states that a corner is detected if both $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ have value that is greater than a predefined threshold value $\lambda$.

The sample input image is shown in figure 3 and the corresponding corner metric of the input image is shown in figure 4.

The resultant corner metric of the input image will be a binary image; the white pixels corresponding to the text region of the input image are the detected text pixels, while the remaining white pixels in the background are considered to be the noise pixels which must be removed for efficient text localization.

1) Laplacian Filtering: The Laplacian filter [34] is an isotropic filter i.e. the response is independent of the direction of the discontinuity in the image, such filters are rotation invariant.

Another important feature of the text appearing in the images and videos is the greater intensity discontinuity between the text and the image background, based on this property, the Laplacian filtering technique is used to detect the text as it highlights intensity discontinuities in an image and deemphasizes regions with slowly varying intensity levels. The Laplacian filter uses second order derivative (2-D) implementation for image sharpening, the mathematical equations of the Laplacian filter is given below:

$$\nabla^2 = f(x+1,y) + f(x-1,y) + f(x,y+1) + f(x,y-1) - 4f(x,y)$$

The above equation can be implemented by using a Laplacian filter shown in the figure 5.

The noise produced by the Laplacian method can be reduced by binarizing the filtered image using a global thresholding method. The figure 6 shows the result of the Laplacian filtering on the sample input image shown in figure 3.

The figure 6 shows the detected text pixels as well as the noise pixels which are removed in the next step.

2) Multiplication: Both the corner metric method as well as the Laplacian filtering method detects the artificial text but also produces noise in the background. For the text localization it is necessary to efficiently reduce the noise pixels.

Since the both the corner metric and Laplacian filtering make use of different properties of the text for detection, the noise produced by these two techniques will also be different from each other, based on this fact we combine (intersection) the result of corner metric and Laplacian filtering to form a single resultant binary image such that it contains only the common text pixels. Combining the resultant binary images of both the corner metric and the Laplacian filtering technique is done by multiplication. The figure 7 shows the multiplication result of the corner metric and Laplacian filtering results.
Apart from the noise reduction, the multiplication process also determines whether the given image or video frame does have an artificial text embedded in it. Multiplication process produces a blank image with zero white pixels if the data contains no text pixels. The shape of the detected text region is still irregular, and it needs to be refined into an aligned rectangle, this process is carried out in the text localization step.

B. Text Localization

The binary image that is obtained from the text detection process is fed as an input to the text localization process, but the localization of the text is not done on binary image instead the done for the original input data by making use of the information present in the binary image obtained from the detection process.

In text localization process the binary is scanned for white (1) pixels in both X and Y axis, the first location of the first white pixel obtained in X axis is considered as Xmin and the location of the last white pixel obtained in the X axis is considered as Xmax, the same procedure is carried out in Y axis and the location of the first and the last white pixel in the Y axis is considered as Ymin and Ymax respectively. The pixels Xmin, Xmax, Ymin and Ymax are called as border pixels.

The border pixels are mapped onto the original input image/video frame and extended by two pixel position away from the text region; this forms a rectangular text region in the original image which is then cropped/segmented from the rest of the background. The result of the text localization process is shown in figure 8.

C. Text Binarization

The final process of the text extraction mechanism is text binarization; the localized text obtained from the previous process is fed to text binarization process, the result of the binarization process should be in such a way that the text should be black (0) with white background (1), this condition is necessary for standard recognition algorithm to recognize the text from the binary image [32].

Since the text pixels should be black against the white background, the binarization technique like global thresholding works only when the colour of the text appearing in the video is known well in advance, it does not work globally for all the colours ranging from black to white. Hence determination of the text colour is necessary for efficient text binarization.

The process of determining the text colour is called seed selection, we assume that the colour of the text is unique in a given image or video frame, so determination of the single seed pixel provides sufficient information for binarization.

We have considered the that Xmin obtained in the multiplication step provides the location of the beginning of the text, to make sure that the seed location falls inside the body of the text we added one position to Xmin to get seed pixel location to get Xseed; hence Xseed can be obtained from Xmin using the equation Xseed = Xmin + 1. Then we map the Xseed to the original input image and obtain the intensity or grey scale value at that location, this obtained pixel value is considered to the seed pixel SP.

We consider SP to be pixel value (colour) of the text, but sometimes due to lossy compression of the image/video the pixel value of the entire text will not remain the same, there will be a slight deviation in the intensity value throughout the text, hence we cannot just rely on a single seed pixel, therefore we have to consider a range of seed pixels to obtain proper and effective binarization.

Let us consider the seed pixel values ranges from SPmin to SPmax, which are minimum intensity seed value and maximum intensity seed value respectively. Along with SPmin and SPmax, all the pixels value which fall in-between SPmin and SPmax are considered to be the candidate seed values. The SPmax and SPmin can be obtained by subtracting and adding T to SP. The mathematical equation is given below:

$$SP_{\text{min}} = SP - T$$
$$SP_{\text{max}} = SP + T$$

Based on the minimum and maximum seed values we can perform the binarization, the binarization is performed on the localized text obtained from the previous step. We make use of double thresholding technique for binarization using SPmin and SPmax as the two threshold values. The pixels with intensity values less than SPmin and the pixels with intensity values greater than SPmax is converted to one (1) and the pixel values that fall in-between SPmin and SPmax is converted into zero (0). This results in a binary image with the black text pixels against the white background irrespective of the original colour of the text appeared in the input data. The figure 9 shows the result of text binarization performed on the localized text shown in figure 8.

In our experiments we have the value of T as 5.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed solution has been tested on a number of videos and images of having artificial text in several languages, for different image resolutions. The figure 10 shows the average number of noise pixel distribution in all the three processes of text detection step calculated for 200 video frames which has been randomly selected from different videos.

Figure. 10 Average noise pixel distribution in text detection step.

The figure 10 shows the effectiveness of the noise reduction step by multiplying the results of corner metric and Laplacian filtering, on an average the corner metric produces more noise pixels compared to the Laplacian filtering, as per the results the multiplication step removes the noise present in corner metric by 95.6% and Laplacian filtering by 86.9%.

The accuracy of the text detection and text localization of the proposed solution has been found to be 94.7%, and the accuracy of the text binarization step of the proposed solution has been found to be 91.2% for our test data.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed solution effectively extracts the artificial multilingual text at different locations of different color and font. The experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed solution.
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